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Features:

Applications:

All dimensions are in mm / inches

• Frequency:

824-894/1710-2170MHz or 
880-960/1710-2170MHz

• Size 10 x 3.2 x 4 mm

• PCB Keep out 40 x 10 mm

• Polarization Linear

• Radiation pattern Omni

• 2G/3G

• Nb-IoT

• GSM850 or EGSM900/, 
PCN1800, PCS1900 and     
WCDMA
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Antenna Type                                                                            Chip antenna 

Frequency Version1：868-870MHz

1710-2170MHz

Version2：880-960MHz

1710-2170MHz

Nominal Impedance 50 

Radiation Pattern Omni

Polarization Vertical

Power Withstanding 3W

Compact size 10 x 3.2 x 4mm

Weight 0.6g

Fixing system SMT

MSL(MOISTURE SENSITIVITY LEVEL) 1

Operating Temperature -40 ~ +85°C

Storage Temperature -10 ~ +30°C

RoHS Compliant Yes

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS                                                       
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MECHANICAL DRAWING

  

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

No. Terminal Name Terminal Dimensions 

1 Feed  1.5 x 2.75 mm 

2 Support pad 1.5 x 2.75 mm 

Antenna is symmetrical and orientation on footprint can be rotated 

180 degrees without change in performance 
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PWB Layout 

Test Setup for Electrical Measurements 

Recommended test board- layout for electrical characteristic measurement. Test 

board outline size 105 x 40mm. Ground cleared under antenna 40mm x 10mm. 

 

Version 1: GSM850, PCN1800, PCS1900 and WCDMA I 

 

GSM850 frequency tuning area

PWB layout depends on aplication and 

surrounding mechanics / materials.

W3073 Ceramic chip antenna location

Ground Clearance Area (10.00mm x 40.00mm)

Layout in Top Copper

Stub for PCN1800, PCS1900 and WCDMA I 

frequency tuning

Length depends on application and 

surrounding mechanics / materials.

2pcs of Cu Via holes to top side of PWB

Layout in Bottom Copper
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PWB Layout 

Stub for PCN1800, PCS1900 and WCDMA I 

frequency tuning

Length depends on application and 

surrounding mechanics / materials.

2pcs of Cu Via holes to top side of PWB

Layout in Bottom Copper

Ground Clearance Area (10.00mm x 40.00mm)

Layout in Top Copper

W3073 Ceramic chip antenna locationGSM900 frequency tuning area

PWB layout depends on application and 

surrounding mechanics / materials.

Version 2: EGSM900, PCN1800, PCS1900 and WCDMA I
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W3073 Ceramic Chip Antenna

15nH shunt-inductor for impedance 

matching

Value depends on application and 

surrounding mechanics and materials.

5.8nH series inductor

Value depends on application and 

surrounding mechanics and materials.

4.3nH series inductor

Value depends on application and 

surrounding mechanics and materials.

3D- view of Test Setup

Version 1: GSM850, PCN1800, PCS1900 and WCDMA I

3D- view of Test Setup

Version 2: EGSM900, PCN1800, PCS1900 and WCDMA I

W3073 Ceramic Chip Antenna 3.3nH series inductor

Value depends on application and 

surrounding mechanics and materials.

15nH shunt-inductor for impedance 

matching

Value depends on application and 

surrounding mechanics and materials.

6.2nH series inductor

Value depends on application and 

surrounding mechanics and materials.
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GHARTS
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Z+:  (Theta) = 0

X+:  (Phi) = 0

Y+:  (Phi) 

=+90

Z+:  (Theta) = 0

X+:  (Phi) = 0

Y+:  (Phi) 

=+90

Version 1: Typical Free Space Radiation Patterns
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Recommendations for ceramic chip antenna storage
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Recommendation for reflow soldering process
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Recommendation for reflow soldering process
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PACKAGING

Packing form

500pcs in one Reel, 
3 reel in one inbox (1500 pcs), 
2 inbox in out box (3000pcs) 
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PACKAGING

General 

Tape and reel packing is used. Carrier tape, reel and box dimensions are presented in 

following pictures. 

 

Carrier tape 


